In this paper an application of computer tomography, image processing and modern rapid prototyping techniques for operation planning is presented. Two individual colon models with lesions were obtained using some simple segmentation and 3D-reconstruction techniques and 3D-printing. The models were evaluated by physicians that have given a feedback about the positive aspects and drawbacks as well as the usability of the models. The evaluation of the models was positivethey can be used for individual operation planning and training of colon cancer patients, though some improvements are necessary.
Introduction
Colorectal lesions such as colon polyps, carcinoma and cancer are treated depending on their size and extend endoluminal endoscopically or surgically. For the diagnosis of colorectal lesions conventional colonoscopy as well as virtual colonoscopy is in use [1] . These and other imaging technologies are also used for surgical intervention planning. For more adequate diagnosis and surgical procedure planning and training realistic 3D individual patient models would be useful. Furthermore in the future operation planning via preoperative analog 3D training could be an interesting aspect. This could improve the quality of patient safety, duration and invasiveness of the operation and in the future reduce hospital stay, complications and risks leading to lower costs. The modern imaging, image segmentation and rapid prototyping techniques make a building of realistic models of colonic lesions possible in a short time. The long-term goal of this work is creating of medical equipment with reliable manual or semi-automatic segmentation techniques allowing the surgeons or radiologist in the clinic generating realistic individual colon models which can be 3D-printed in a simple way and preoperatively resected for planning and training purposes. At the moment there are no such facilities in the clinic which could provide the surgeons with an easily operated device for colon model production.
Related works

Colon wall reconstruction from CT slices
The colon segmentation methods are numerous. To research the state of the art in this field we have considered some most relevant IEEExplore search results for the query "colon segmentation". Many of the methods were developed for the virtual colonoscopy -a CT-based colon diagnosis [1] , [2] . In [3] - [5] some works are presented, in which modern image processing techniques are used to segment the colon wall automatically. In [3] a level set method is in use which allows accurate segmentation of the colon wall. The authors give no quantitative details about the method's accuracy, only some screenshots of the working software. In [4] a combination of modified region growing procedure, fuzzy connectedness and level set segmentation is in use. The authors don't give quantitative estimation for the method's accuracy in correct malignant region recognition, but only for the overlapping of air and fluid in the segmented colon. The estimated speed of the segmentation procedure was 18 minutes on a personal computer with conventional characteristics. In [5] a method is presented, which even allows segmenting a colon wall without patient prep (stool removal). The method provides 96.27% sensitivity and 95.12% specificity when detecting lesions bigger than 10 mm. The processing time was 3 minutes per dataset on a conventional personal computer.
Organ modelling using 3D-printing technologies
Most of colon segmentation methods for diagnosis or operation planning are used for digital data representation. The user can see the reconstruction results on the screen and make a planning or an operation simulation. We have not found any works where a colon wall reconstruction was followed by its 3D-printing. In [6] a human skull and in-situ knee 3D-print for operation planning is described. The authors have used a computer-steered narrow laser beam to produce the models. In [7] a maxillary bone with extensive defect after a surgical treatment was reconstructed and 3D-printed to design an implant which was successfully set within a surgical intervention. Also in [8] and [9] 3D-printing techniques are in use for the bone structure modelling. Organ modelling has also been successfully used for planning in cardiac surgery [10] . In [11] the authors are presenting manually segmented and 3D-printed pancreas models for planning of surgical resections. We have no found some works in the literature where 3D-printing of colon models was described.
Proposed approach
Scope of work
The CT-datasets (DICOM, 12 bit greyscale) of two patients with colon lesions were used for model generation and 3D-print. The patients were prepared for virtual colonoscopy. The lesions were described by radiologist and these descriptions were used for the segmentation. The wish of physicians was to obtain 3D-models of both patients' colons so that the lesions could be good observed and used by the operation planning. Not the whole colon had to be reconstructed in each case, but just the area of approx. 200x200x200 mm around the lesion. The models had to have latticed walls in order that the physician can see the lesions inside.
Colon wall reconstruction from CT slices
To obtain adequate colon segmentation with lesions a semi-automatic method was used. The inner colon wall surface was reconstructed by simple segmentation of air in the colon. There was some stool material in the colon by both patients but not in the segments where lesions were located, so these stool areas were not taken into consideration. For the air segmentation an own 3D-implementation of the region-growing algorithm was used (see in [12] an example for the region-growing technique). The datasets were previously binarized with the threshold of 400 DICOM units. A seed point had to be set manually. All needed colon parts in the area of 200x200x200 mm around the initial seed point could be added by giving new seed points. The outer surface of the resulting object was generated using an own implementation of the marching cubes algorithm (see in [13] an example for marching cubes algorithm) was belonging to the inner surface of the colon (Fig. 1) . Several seconds were needed for a single part and less than one minute for the whole colon segment. The next step was the colon wall modelling. For this aim a squared Euclidean distance transform (SEDT) was used. The inner colon wall surface was not changed and the outer surface was generated using an own 3D-implementation of the SEDT and smoothed (see in [14] an example for squared Euclidean distance transform). The colon wall width was set to 10 mm in order that the model will be printed stable enough. The result of the colon wall modelling is shown in Fig. 2 . The lesions were segmented manually before the colon wall modelling using the following method. The inner colon contour could be fit slice for slice using an own implementation of active contour algorithm. About 15 minutes were needed to fit an approx. 50 mm lesion on all corresponding slices. After all slices were finished the areas inside the colon which were set free by fitting were marked as lesions. The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3 where the colon wall was made semitransparent to make the lesions inside visible. No automatic lesion recognition algorithms were used because the method is generally intended for the operation planning where 100% reliability is needed. However, the lesions' form was not delineated precisely because this segmentation was only made for the initial feedback from physicians.
Colon model 3D-printing
Before printing the reconstructions' walls were transformed to lattice structure with the period of 10 mm in all tree directions (x, y, z) and the hole size of 5x5x5 mm (with lightly rounded corners). The surfaces representing the models in the software were transformed into color wrl-models in order that they can be printed with a 3D-printer. The 3D-print was made using a ZCorporation printer of model Spectrum Z510 with a gipslike material (ZP 131). The models were infiltrated with a special resin in order that they don't stay fragile. The colon walls were printed in light brown and the lesions in yellow. The models are shown in Fig. 4 . The 3D-print of two models with infiltration have taken 9 hours. 
Evaluation by surgeons in the clinic
The printed models were brought to the clinic to be evaluated by surgeons. The surgeons have given a very positive feedback about the models' usability and eligibility for operation planning. The following points can give an impression about the first feedback: -the physicians would really need such individual colon models for better operation planning and patient care; -ideal purpose of such models could be individual training phantoms; -the small intestine entrance must also be depicted on the model; -the lattice step may be bigger; -the colon segment can be reduced so that only the area with the lesion would be shown; -the segmentation is not always correct, the radiologists must be better involved; -different elasticities would be very helpful for tissue imitation;
-water and air resistance as well as electrical conductivity of the models are needed; -latex could be a very good material for the colon models; To receive a more precise feedback about the phantoms' usability a questionnaire with three half-quantitative and three qualitative questions was made and provided to four surgeons in the clinic. In the first three questions the answer has must be a note from 1 to 10, where 1 was equal to "no" and 10 was equal to "yes". In the fourth and fifth qualitative questions the physician should make a choice between three possibilities and in the sixth question the physician should make his own conclusion. The questions were as follows: Question 1: Can the models good depict the colon and diagnostic findings? Question 2: Could such models help you by the operation planning? Question 3: Could such models improve the quality of patient supervision? Question 4: What would you better prefer for the operation planning: computer tomography, virtual colonoscopy or a 3D-printed anatomical model? Question 5: What would you better prefer for the operation training: computer tomography, virtual colonoscopy or a 3D-printed anatomical model? Question 6: What would you improve in the models?
Results
The questionnaire was given to four surgeons for the evaluation. The notes given in the first three questions are presented in the table 1. The surgeons' answers to the question 4 ("What would you prefer for the operation planning?") are presented in the table 2. The surgeons' suggestions for improvement in the sixth question were as follows: -the colon models should have a larger lattice step and thinner wall; -an additional attachment of mesenterium would be helpful; -the models should be made from flexible material to represent a soft tissue.
Discussion
The modern computer visualisation technologies allow digital representation of colon wall which can be made in a short time needed for the segmentation and which can be observed on the screen without additional consumables such as the materials for 3D-model building. But the clear statement of the surgeons in the clinic is that any computer visualisations are not sufficient meaningful for operation planning and even not suitable for operation training. The surgeons need individual phantoms in order to act in the real 3D-world because the virtual 2D-world on the screen is not enough. At the moment the surgeons use realistic training rubber/latex phantoms which allow common operation planning and training but not individual ones. The idea of this approach is to 3D-print the affected colon segments of concrete patients and replace the correspondingly segments in the common phantoms. No colon segmentation accuracy estimation was intended in this study because the lesions have must be segmented manually and the first aim was the usability evaluation by the surgeons and it was prior to any accuracy measurement.
Conclusion
The presented technique has provided individual 3D colon models for operation planning and training which were positive evaluated by surgeons. This is an important step in the scientific work, whose goal is the development of a medical device for individual colon model generation. Such a device will allow the surgeon or radiologist fast and simple semi-automatic colon model generation with a purpose of its printing and using within operation planning and training. With some improvements such as printing with flexible or rubber-like synthetic materials and manual segmentation quality bettering fully applicable colon models could be produced.
